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Abstract
Fingerspellit  is  a  human  computer  interaction  project  that
tries  to  encourage  people  to  learn  the  finger  alphabet.
Utilizing the LeapMotion device it tracks the movement and
posture of the trainee's hand and constantly checks it against
the implemented patterns.

Paired with a graphical interface the whole learning process
turns  into  a  fun  game in  which  you  have to  match  given
words by writing them letter by letter.

Introduction
The  number  of  people  who  have  a  hearing  or  speaking
impairment  is  not  insignificant.  With  modern  technology
there are more and more inventions and possibilities to make
their lifes less complicated. Fingerspellit was founded on that
very idea. Like a foreign language sign language can be a
communicational  barrier.  Even  if  you  know  some  words,
varying styles and interpretations of different regions make it
hard to drive people into learning it. That is also true with the
simpler finger alphabet but not as crucial.  Knowing how to
spell single letters with your bare hands is the first step to
get in touch with each other.
With  Fingerspellit  you  are  able  to  practice  your  finger
alphabet in a simple and fun way. It is a light weight software
with an affordable hardware that makes learning as easy as it
gets. 



Concept
We kept the setup as well  as  the whole game concept as
simple as possible not to bring up any more obstacles than
necessary.  You just  plug  your  LeapMotion  device  into  your
computer run the program and from there everything else is
intuitive.

The graphical user interface consists out of 5 parts.
1. The model word:

◦ The word the program challenges you to spell
2. Your progress

◦ Shows the letters you have written so far
3. Status bar

◦ A colored bar that informs you about your progress
4. The prediction

◦ Whatever letter the LeapMotion detects will be shown
here

5. 'next word' and 'close' buttons and the cursor
◦ The only navigational part of the program. You can skip

a word if you already had it or if it's too hard
◦ The  cursor  between  the  buttons  indicates  that  the

hand is perceived correctly

Illustration 1: The elements as listed above are seen here from top (1) to bottom (5)



We've divided the LeapMotion's sensor field into two areas.
The prediction area and the input area. From the surface of
the device until up to 15cm above it there is the input area.
Everything higher than that is the prediction area. To let you
know  whether  or  not  your  hand  is  recognized  we  have
implemented the cursor. As long as your hand is 'seen' by the
device it spins in a circle.

Writing
Fingerspellit  permanently
tries  to  identify  the  letter
you  are  performing  in  the
prediction  zone.  You  get  a
visual  feed  back  from  the
program of what it currently
recognizes.  If  that  is  the
letter you intended to pose
you  just  keep  your  hand
steady and move down into
the input area. The program
then  automatically  enters
whatever  letter  was
detected  into  the  progress
bar.  The  recognition  stops
for half a second to give you
enough time to remove your
hand  from  the  input  area
without  triggering  the
system unintentional.

Illustration 2: Writing with the right hand



Deleting
When writing something there
is always the possibility to err.
Whether  it  was the algorithm
that  changed  it's  prediction
the second you were entering
the input zone or you triggered
the system by fault. To delete
a  letter  you  simply  remove
your right hand completely out
of  the  LeapMotion's  sensor
field and enter it with your left
hand. You then simply perform
a  swipe  gesture  in  any
direction and Fingerspellit  will
remove the last letter from the
progress bar. Similar to writing

a  letter  you  have  half  a  second  as  timeout.  This  is  very
important  to  the system to distinguish between the single
swipes.

Completing
When  you've  completed  the  model
word the status bar lets you know that
you have won this round by switching
from red to green. After three seconds
the program automatically challenges
you with a new word.  That way you
stay in a consistent path or learning
without  interrupting  your  focus  on
your hand.

Illustration 3: Deleting with the left hand

Illustration 4: Complete a word



Current state of the prototype
We designed the prototype in a way that it already works in a
rather  early  state  of  the  development  and  henceforth  is
easily expandable. That means that the basic structure of the
implementation is as simple as it is solid. At the moment the
system is able to distinguish between eight different letters.
We picked letters that give us a wide range of words out of
the  English  vocabulary  and at  the  same time are  easy  to
learn for beginners. 

Implementation
The program is written in Java. To process the input of the
LeapMotion device the company Leapmotion provides SDKs
for  many  programming  languages.  Our  graphical  user
interface is based on JavaFx.
The whole implementation consists out of two classes. The
Gui.java and the FingerAlphabet.java. Each of them has their
own  thread  to  work  in.  The  Gui  class  is  run  by  the
JavaFxThread and manages the graphical  output  while  the
FingerAlphabet class extends from Thread and runs for itself.
That  is  important  to  be  able  to  permanently  detect  and
identify what your hand poses and simultaneously print the
current prediction onto the screen.
The  LeapMotion  provides  you  with  a  model  of  a  hand
consisting of five fingers and their bones. All of those parts
have a coordinate and a direction in the three dimensional
space the device perceives. The recognition itself just takes
one  frame  of  the  60  frames  per  second  the  LeapMotion
delivers and runs it through all letters with the intention to
find a match. The following code sample shows how to check
if the hand fits to a known letter.



As  you  can  see  every  finger  has  to  be  assessed
independently.  Through  comparing  the  direction  of  their
bones to one another we know exactly in which position the
hand is and if it fits to one of the implemented patterns.
The perks of hard coding the letters to taking sample images
of hands that pose the right letter is that we don't bother if
the hand is big or small, female or male, old or young. The
angles between their finger bones are all that matters to the
algorithm. 

Illustration 5: Piece of source code



Related work
There are several online platforms1 that offer support to learn
the finger alphabet but all they can do is to show you pictures
of a letter posed by a hand and asks you to type in the letter
you see. 
Some  useful  thoughts  especially  in  the  conceptual  phase
before developing the prototype could be found in the paper2

by  Leigh  Ellen  Potter,  Jake  Araullo  and  Lewis  Carter.  They
tested how the Leap Motion is suited for Auslan (Australian
Sign  Language)  and  gave  general  advices  on  what  to
consider.

Future work
Our aim of course is to identify all 26 letters of the English
alphabet as well as the ten digits. Once at this point it is just
a small  step to switch from spelling single words to whole
sentences.  Further ideas are to implement user profiles and
establish a scoreboard. It would enable you to measure your
learning progress and provide a platform to compare yourself
with others or even compete against one another. The more
you forget that you are learning the quicker you'll master it.
A locale based detection of what country or region you are in
is the next step to make Fingerspellit world wide available.
Although there are just little differences in the finger alphabet
it can matter  when communicating with a native of a foreign
country.

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUIJNmyelaY
2 http://www98.griffith.edu.au/dspace/bitstream/handle/10072/59247/89839_1.pdf?sequence=1


